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MATERIALS
 & FINISHES

PRODUCT PACKAGING

SEAT DEPTH

WEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT 140 cm

66 cm

53 cm

53 cm

42 kg (net)

DIMENSIONS 
& WEIGHT

OTHERS
DETAILS

JULES is a piece of furniture that reimagines the traditional valet (clothes 
hanger) for our modern lifestyle. Made out of solid wood and fabric, JULES is 
a chair by day and a valet stand by night. Originally, valets refer to manservants 
for the upper-class gentlemen assisting them with general duties, like undres-
sing. Here JULES is not a servant but a companion for the everyday routine. 

Generous, soft and playful, its design doesn’t shout its functionalities but instead 
suggests possibilities. JULES dedicates a space for the daily task of dressing up 

JULES

Design by SARAH WILLEMART

MATERIALS UPHOLSTERYPRODUCT NO

FUR-JULES - Base in Wood with veneer
- Structure in metal with veneer
- Backrest in foam with fabric. 
- Recommended fabric : Baltik Col-

lection from Lelièvre and Febrik 
   Divina 3 Collection from Kvadrat
- Other fabric selection and COM 
   option available.

SEAT HEIGHT 45 cm

- For more fabric instructions : https://kvadrat.dk/care-and-maintenance

CATEGORY A

CATEGORY B

Kvadrat - Febrik Divina 3 Collection

Lelièvre - Baltik Collection - All Colors

* COM Fabric available

MAINTENANCE

SAFETY

- Do not use strong cleaning agents or abrasives.
- Avoid placing the furniture near direct sunlight, heater, cooling vents or moon.
- Clean with a soft damp cloth.
- For KD (Knocked down) item, periodically check (Every 90 days) to make sure 

that the bolts are still fully tightened.

Do not stand or step on the furniture.
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